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             Community Language – Chinese                    Year 6               

                                                  2021 Learning from Home 
                            Term 3 Week 6                          Name:    

 

Please glue all your Chinese worksheets in your Chinese book so you can show me your 

lovely work when we are back at school. You can also do it in Google Classroom and 

submit it online. 

Hope the QR codes worked and helped. Let’s have fun with this week’s activities. Try to 

finish this by Thursday.  

Start with writing the date as we always do in Chinese classes.  

今 天 是     年  月 

  日 星 期  。    

 

天 气 ：     

 

How did you go with the questions on Pan Gu last week? Are your answers similar to the 
ones below? 

1. What is Pan Gu in Chinese characters? 盘古 

2. What are the two opposite forces in the enormous egg-shaped entity? Write them in  

Both English and Chinese? Yin 阴 and Yang 阳 

3. How was Earth and Heaven formed? 

Pan Gu used an axe to split The Egg into yin and yang. Everything dark and heavy sank  

down to form the Earth. And the rest, light and clear, drifted up to form the Heaven.  

 4. How long did Pan Gu endure standing upright to keep Heaven and Earth apart? 

     18,000 years 

5. Pan Gu finally collapsed and was transformed. What did his parts become? 

     his final breath – wind and clouds  voice - thunder 

     left eye - sun right eye - moon 

     hair and beard – stars of Milky Way limbs, hands and feet - mountains 

     blood - rivers   flesh - farmland  bones – precious gems and minerals 

     teeth and nails - metals hair - vegetation   sweat – rainwater 

L.I.: History of China 中国 历
l ì

史
sh ǐ

 – vocabulary 

S.C.: I can say and write the basic vocabulary for history. 
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China has a long history of over 5,000 years. Chinese civilisation is one of the world’s 4 

ancient civilisations. 四大 文明 古国. 

The Chinese characters 历 means past happenings and 史 means a record in classical 

Chinese 文言文. 史记 ”Records of the Grand Historian” is a monumental history of ancient 

China and the world finished around 94BC. Through learning about the history of China, we 

can understand the cilvilisation and culture 文化 of China. 文 is Chinese writings and 化 is 

the culture and customs. 

Let’s learn the basic vocabulary before we start actually looking into ancient Chinese 

history. Use online dictionaries like Yabla , especially for the pronunciation. 

 

历
l ì

 
        

 

史
s h ǐ

 
        

 

文
wén

 
        

 

化
huà

 
        

 Can you name one ancient Chinese invention? It was believed to be invented by Huang Di

黄
huáng

帝
d ì

 even before historical records. It was used during the battle with a northern tribe.  

What is it? _____________________ What is it in Chinese? _________________________  

       Thank you for your effort. Four stars for you !   


